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	Full-color book and video package teaches you Flash in a flash! If you want to design and maintain dynamic websites with Adobe Flash, this full-color book-and-video training package from expert instructors is the perfect place to start. Fifteen self-paced, step-by-step lessons are accompanied by video tutorials, and this powerful combination helps you master the basics, acquire essential skills, and learn what's new. Making all aspects of Flash less intimidating, this superb training tool covers topics such as using layers to build animation sequences, creating interactive web components with ActionScript, and much more.


	* Uses full-color, step-by-step lessons in the book accompanied by videos on the DVD for a one-two punch of effective training


	* Features five-minute videos that demonstrate and further explain the concepts in the lessons


	* Covers Flash basics, new features in the latest release, and topics for beginners, intermediate, and advanced users Flash Professional CS6 Digital Classroom is what you need to learn how to use Adobe Flash, whether you're a designer, programmer, or hobbyist.


	Note: The DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of the e-book file. These materials are available for download upon purchase.
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Java Data ObjectsO'Reilly, 2003
This book, written by the JDO Specification Lead and one of the key contributors to the JDO Specification, is the definitive work on the JDO API.  It gives you a thorough introduction to JDO, starting with a simple application that demonstrates many of JDO's capabilities.  It shows you how to make classes persistent, how JDO maps persistent classes...
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Amyloid and AmyloidosisCRC Press, 2004

	This authoritative volume contains 179 chapters by international experts on recent developments in our understanding of amyloid proteins, protein folding disorders, and new and proposed clinical trials in amyloidosis. Topics include detection and characterization techniques; biological functions; genetics; disorders, diagnosis, and...
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RabbitMQ in Action: Distributed Messaging for EveryoneManning Publications, 2012

	
	
		Writing this book has been like discovering RabbitMQ itself—encountering a problem
	
		that needed solving, but not knowing what the solution looked like. Until May
	
		2010, we didn’t even know each other. We both had been active in the RabbitMQ community
	
		for the past two years, but we’d never actually...
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CCNA: Cisco Certified Network Associate FastPassSybex, 2005
Concise, Accessible Coverage of All CCNA Objectives for Exam 640-801    

Two Bonus Exams on the CD    

Written by Todd Lammle, the Leading Authority on Cisco Internetworking    

From the author of Sybex's best-selling CCNA: Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide comes the streamlined tool you need to hone in on...
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Distributed Programming Paradigms with Cryptography ApplicationsSpringer, 1994
This monograph describes a programming methodology based upon programming paradigms and generic programs and demonstates how distributed application programs can be developed by simple substitution of data structures and sequential procedures. The author introduces generic programs for two paradigms and shows how to derive new distributed programs...
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Core Animation: Simplified Animation Techniques for Mac and iPhone DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 2009
Apple’s Core Animation framework enables Mac OS X, iPhone, and iPod touch developers to create richer, more visual applications–more easily than ever and with far less code. Now, there’s a comprehensive, example-rich, full-color reference to Core Animation for experienced OS X and iPhone developers who want...
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